
BERE ALSTON to BERE FERRERS 2018 

As stated in the title of this article, it was the railway that linked the start and finish of our five mile 

W & T+ today as we met at Bere Alston station and walked to Bere Ferrers station where a diesel-

powered train then carried us back to where we began. Anyone venturing onto the platform after 

having signed in and before setting off could see that one branch line goes off to the left while a 

second, dis-used rail, curves round to the right alongside it. We all know this branch line is the Tamar 

Valley Line while most are aware that the abandoned line once travelled as far as Okehampton, but 

like many others this line was closed as a result of Mr. Beeching’s axe.  

The weather was beautiful for once with 

hardly a cloud in the sky as we joined the 

Discovery Trail and it wasn’t long before we 

began to climb upwards, but we knew the 

views from the top were worth every step. 

Nestling peacefully in the valley we could 

see the Calstock viaduct which carries the 

twin-carriage trains along the Tamar Valley 

Line linking Devon with Cornwall just as it 

has since its opening when the first official 

(steam) train crossed over at 2pm on 2nd 

March 1908; back then of course, the last 

station on the line was at Callington and not 

at Gunnislake as it is now. 

From here our friendly group made their way 

through Bere Alston village before crossing the 

recreation ground. At this time of year the grass 

is always dotted with bright yellow buttercups 

and there were more colourful flowers to admire 

in the hedges as we followed Maggie along. Over 

to our left beyond an electric fence were a 

number of horses grazing quietly. 

A long, long, 

long length 

of flat, road 

walking came 

next and we plodded along, one foot in front of the other 

wondering when we would ever turn off. The only thing of 

interest along here was a weasel or maybe it was a stoat, but it 

dashed across the road behind us and I even managed to miss 

that. In due course we did leave the road and shortly several of 

us took the opportunity to flop on the ground as the flasks and 

cold drinks came out….getting up again was another matter!  



A rocky footpath came next which was lined with bluebells but on closer inspection these were now 

setting seed and would soon come to an end. At the far end of this path we entered Hallowell Wood 

where more paths meandered along, twisting and turning on their way downhill. A bridge of sorts 

carried us over a stream with some of clearest water we had ever seen flowing along beneath. The 

shade here made a refreshing change after that long, sunny walk earlier. Further along some 

clearance work on the slopes had been taking place, but already young ferns were emerging while 

beneath our feet the ground was strewn with broken bluish-green slate. 

When we reached Bere Ferrers a few fair-weather clouds had appeared in the 

sky behind us but our eyes were on a car that was attempting to turn round at 

the far end; on closer inspection we found it was being driven by Barbara who 

has not walked with us since 

her awful accident at the 

beginning of the year. It was 

perfect timing and as soon as 

she parked up Barbara walked 

along with us, the centre of 

attention. She was looking 

really well and assured us it 

wouldn’t be long before she would be back joining 

the walks again. 

As we neared the parish church the wind got up suddenly resulting in our hats being dislodged from 

our heads and these had to be held on for the uphill drag to Bere Ferrers Station. Ultimately 

everyone reached the platform after having become rather spread out as they ascended the last hill 

of the day. Some rested on one of the welcome benches to wait for the train while others in our 

group went off to see the memorial to the ten soldiers from New Zealand who tragically lost their 

lives here in 1917. I last told their story about three years ago but as we have had several new 

walkers join us in that time, it is worth a second mention. 

The accident happened at a time when both those railway lines I mentioned earlier were still 

operational and concerned three different trains.  One was an express train from Waterloo which 

was due to steam through here at 3.53pm without stopping and had already passed through Bere 

Alston and was speeding this way. The second train consisting of 18 carriages was conveying a troop 

of very hungry soldiers who had last eaten about 6am; they were on route to their camp on Salisbury 

Plain. Their train from Plymouth was also not meant to stop here at Bere Ferrers. The third train is 

only worth a mention because it was running late in front of this one so the signals were set in the 

danger position and the troop train was forced to stop. Some of the soldiers then climbed down 

from the train onto the platform but due to the length of the train some of the carriages overhung 

the platform and the men jumped onto the rails……….in seconds the express train thundered round 

the curve and through the Bere Ferrers station killing nine of the 

soldiers instantly while the tenth died later at Tavistock 

Hospital. At the inquest it transpired that the hungry soldiers 

were told that some food would be waiting the minute the train 

reached its first stop which should have been at Exeter. 



 

 

 

 


